
Code Dimensions Code Dimensions

For roller chain
according to DIN 8187 ISO / R 606

Disc
Tooth radius
Radius length
Tooth width
Tooth width
Tooth width
TTooth width
Chain
Pitch
Inner width
Roller

Discs  1”x17/02 mm  25,4x17,02 mm. 16B-2

Chain discs
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For roller chain
according to DIN 8187 ISO / R 606

Disc
Tooth radius
Radius length
Tooth width
Tooth width
Tooth width
TTooth width
Chain
Pitch
Inner width
Roller

Discs  1”x17/02” mm   25,4x17,02 mm. 16B-3

Chain discs
At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Chain discs



Code Dimensions Code Dimensions

For roller chain
according to DIN 8187 ISO / R 606

Disc
Tooth radius
Radius length
Tooth width
Tooth width
Tooth width
TTooth width
Chain
Pitch
Inner width
Roller

Discs  1 1/4”x3/4”  31,75x19,56 mm. 20B-1

Chain discs
At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Chain discs
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For roller chain
according to DIN 8187 ISO / R 606

Disc
Tooth radius
Radius length
Tooth width
Tooth width
Tooth width
TTooth width
Chain
Pitch
Inner width
Roller

Discs  1 1/4”x3/4”   31,75x19,56 mm. 20B-2

Chain discs
At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Chain discs



Code Dimensions Code Dimensions

For roller chain
according to DIN 8187 ISO / R 606

Disc
Tooth radius
Radius length
Tooth width
Tooth width
Tooth width
TTooth width
Chain
Pitch
Inner width
Roller

Discs  1 1/4”x3/4”  31,75x19,56 mm. 20B-3

Chain discs

from z 81h-8mm

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Chain discs
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For roller chain
according to DIN 8187 ISO / R 606

Disc
Tooth radius
Radius length
Tooth width
Tooth width
Tooth width
TTooth width
Chain
Pitch
Inner width
Roller

Discs  1 1/2”x1”  38,1x25,4 mm. 24B-1 

Chain discs At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Chain discs



Code Dimensions Code Dimensions

For roller chain
according to DIN 8187 ISO / R 606

Disc
Tooth radius
Radius length
Tooth width
Tooth width
Tooth width
TTooth width
Chain
Pitch
Inner width
Roller

Discs  1 1/2”x1”  38,1x25,4 mm. 24B-2

Chain discs

from z 81h-8mm

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Chain discs
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For roller chain
according to DIN 8187 ISO / R 606

Disc
Tooth radius
Radius length
Tooth width
Tooth width
Tooth width
TTooth width
Chain
Pitch
Inner width
Roller

Discs  1 1/2”x1”  38,1x25,4 mm. 24B-3 

Chain discs
At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Chain discs



This freewheel is suitable for coupling any type
of transmission element: chain wheels, toothed
pulleys, trapezoidal, grooved, flat, etc.
The unit is delivered greased for immediate start-up,
it has an oiler to be periodically lubricated.
This mechanism should not be used as
coupling between two axes, must be applied in acoupling between two axes, must be applied in a
single axis even if it is two-dimensional.

The TMR series is a compact unit, totally watertight
and usable in all types of applications, whether as an
indexer, slippage or backstop. For high speeds in
free rotation, it is essential to mount a cover dimensioned
as an oil receptacle, for which one of the oil seals
must be removed and the lubricant must freely circulate,
which in turn performs the functions of coolant.which in turn performs the functions of coolant.

This element has threaded holes on both sides
of the outer track to be adapted to any transmission
or chassis element. This unit incorporates bearings
inside, so it can receive radial and axial loads.

The most usual mounting
The sketch illustrates the typical assembly of a TPB
freewheel with a chain sprocket on the outer ring of the same,
by means of which force is transmitted to the shaft when
dragging the inner ring. This shaft can operate at two speeds:
one when pulled by the described transmission, and the other
by a possible totally independent shaft transmission, wherebyby a possible totally independent shaft transmission, whereby
the illustrated transmission would remain stationary and the outer
ring of the freewheel would roll idle.

Very important note: the direction of rotation seen from “A” must be specified in your orders, if not specified,
will deliver the freewheel with a clockwise turn.

120TPB10
120TPB15
120TPB20
120TPB25
120TPB30
120TPB35
120TPB40120TPB40
120TPB45
120TPB50

120TMR20
120TMR25
120TMR30
120TMR35
120TMR40
120TMR45
120TMR50120TMR50
120TMR60
120TMR70

Code Dimensions

Code Dimensions Keyway
shaft

Nº of
needles

Torque Int ring Outer ring

Keyway
shaft and
outer

Torque Shaft
diam.

TPB Series Freewheel Clutch

TMR Series Freewheel Clutch

Freewheel clutchesAt www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Freewheels
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Module 1:
Module 1,5:
Module 2:
Module 2,5:
Module 3:
Module 3,5:
Module 4:Module 4:
Module 5:
Module 6:

Module 1:
Module 1,5:
Module 2:
Module 2,5:
Module 3:
Module 3,5:
Module 4:Module 4:
Module 5:
Module 6:

Cylindrical gears

Cylindrical module gears

Tooth width B for: Total length A for:

Cylindrical sprockets
20º pressure angle

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Cylindrical / conical module gears



Code Dimensions Code Dimensions Code Dimensions Code Dimensions

Cylindrical module gears
Cylindrical gearsAt www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Cylindrical/Conical Module Gears



1) Price and supply possibilities, on request.

Code Dimensions Code Dimensions Code Dimensions Code Dimensions Code Dimensions

Cylindrical module gears
Cylindrical gears

www.rodavigo.net +34 986 288118
Att service. to the client
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Code Dimensions Code Dimensions

Tapered straight toothed groups
20º pressure angle
Ratio 1: 3
Material C43

Tapered straight toothed groups
20º pressure angle

Ratio 1: 4
Material C43

Cylindrical module gears

Type B tapered straight toothed groups

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Cylindrical/Conical Module Gears



196151216A

Code Dimensions Code Dimensions

Conical groups
20º pressure angle
Ratio 1:1
Material C43

Conical groups
20º pressure angle

Ratio 1:2
Material C43

Conical module gears
Type A conical groups

www.rodavigo.net +34 986 288118
Att service. to the client
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Nominal flanks

Through the nut attached to the spindle we can transmit different speeds and powers with high precision.
Thread rolling is the most economical manufacturing procedure in the execution of spindles, which means a more advantageous final price.
The threaded spindles by rolling have positive properties with respect to those manufactured by chip removal such as:

Highest tensile strength.
Greater resistance to wear.
Greater resistance to fatigue by alternative flexion.
Pressure-polished thread flanks.Pressure-polished thread flanks.
Profile accuracy.
Unalterable fibers orientation.
Greater resistance to corrosion.

In the process of rolling trapezoidal threads, a slight groove may occur in the profile slope, indicating that the thread is not fully rolled.
This is due to the tolerance in the previous diameter of the material (pre-laminate diameter). These grooves, however, have no influence
on the function of the spindle, since the thread works only on the flanks.

We build under DIN 103 standard.
ISO Metric April 1977

Dimensions
of thread

Max. effort
from traction

Max effort compression in Kp according to spindle length m. and to safety factor 6.

Spindles with trapezoidal thread
At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Transmission spindles

Linear spindle transmission

Linear spindle transmission

Load table for ISO - metric - trapezoidal thread spindles



Code

Code CodeDimensions
of thread

Dimensions
of thread

Outer Ø
x pitch

Outer Ø
x pitch Thread Thread

Laminated material execution: F.111 Average tolerance 7e

Ø of flanks Tol. 7e Core Ø Outer Ø
Tol. 4h

Outer Ø
x pitch

Thread Minimal
measure

Minimal
measure

Minimal
measure

Maximum
measure

Th
re
ad

Th
re
ad

Maximum
measure

Dimensions
of thread

Trapezoidal thread spindles
Spindles with trapezoidal thread DIN-103. 1st input ISO metric

Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
RightRight
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
LeftLeft
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
RightRight
Left

Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
RightRight
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
LeftLeft
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left

Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
RightRight
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
LeftLeft
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
RightRight
Left
Right
Left

Bronze nuts. Trapezoidal thread with flange Bronze nuts. Smooth trapezoidal thread

www.rodavigo.net +34 986 288118
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Code Code

DoubleSimple

Reference

Standard stock length, rest on request

These joints have been created to satisfy economic demands with a discrete possibility of transmitting torsional torque. 
Its uses is particularly indicated for medium low speed with limited torsional torques.

Max torsional Torque expresed in Nm (Double joints is 90%) R.P.M.

Dimensions

Cardan joints
Light Series Universal JointsAt www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Cardan Joints

DoubleSimple



Standard stock length, rest on request

Max torsional Torque expresed in Nm (Double joints is 90%) R.P.M.

These carefully manufactured universal joints with restricted tolerances offer
great performance. A special grinding technique allows precise parallelism of
the shafts and the parts of the set, thus guaranteeing a long life. All parts of
the set are tempered, ground and honed.

Code

Reference

Simple Double

Code Dimensions

Cardan joints
High precision universal joints. DIN 808

www.rodavigo.net +34 986 288118
Att service. to the client

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Cardan Joints



Code Code

DoubleSimple

The universal joints with needle roller bearings are built without set and have
excellent torsional properties. The special cageless bearings make it possible
to use even in high angulation conditions. They do not require continuous lubrication.

Max torsional Torque expresed in Nm (Double joints is 90%) R.P.M.

Dimensions

Cardan joints

Double 

High speed universal jointsAt www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Cardan Joints



* Normal stock profiles in length 500 mm. On request they can be served in a longer length.

Material: DIN CK-45 steel
On request it can be supplied treated and rectified (depending on the length).

mooring drill

Code

Code
Dimensions bushingHub with anchor flange

Code ØFlange ØExt.Ø Anchor ØBody Long. Long.Flange
Thickness

For
screw

nº
drills

For shaft

Weight

Cardan joints
DIN-5463 splined shafts

www.rodavigo.net +34 986 288118
Att service. to the client

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Other Gears



Reference

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Torque limiters

Torque limiters

RSW Series Torque Limiters

The RSW torque limiting coupling for the two-axis joint is an excellent
overload protection. A double chain links the two sprockets absorbing
small misalignments of the shafts. We can supply the following
executions and accessories:
- both parts with holes in H7 finish and keyway S / DIN 6885.
- with torque adjustment; only possible if the limiter has a finished hole.
- assembly wrench, for pre-adjusted torque variation.- assembly wrench, for pre-adjusted torque variation.
- with speed controller.

Upper part

Upper part

Product 119

Dimensions

* For d1 inner bore diameters with high transmission parts calculate keyway pressure.

Hole
in you
debuted

Hole
in you
debuted

Max.
number
rpm

no hole

no hole

no hole

TorqueHole
in d
finish

Hole
in d1
finish

Type



no hole

no hole

no hole

Roughing
hole

Moment
inertia

Max.
number
rpm

TorqueHole
in d
finish

weight

Product 119

The torque limiters design allows us to use parts or couple such as: sprockets, pulleys and others, with different widths; Bx or By. If not specified in the order, we
supply width Bx. However, the width By can be modified, and without any problem, observing the assembly and maintenance instructions. Normally we supply the
limiters with roughing hole and the maximum number of springs; We can, however, if you wish, supply it as follows:
- with hole in H7 finish and keyway S / DIN 6885
- with anti-friction bushing; necessary for successive landslides.
- with the pegled torque; This is only possible if we supply the limiter with its part to be coupled and a hole in the finish.
- with speed mete- with speed meter.

Upper parts
RS series with
width Bx

Bottom
RS series with
width By

Cap
antifriction

Torque limiters
RS Series Torque Limiters

www.rodavigo.net +34 986 288118
Att service. to the client

Reference

* If the anti-friction bushing is not supplied, make the hole with dimension C (Tolerance F8).

Dimensions

Type 40...100 Type 125...250

Typo

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Torque limiters



no hole

no hole

no hole

no hole

no hole

no hole

For each type of limiter we have standardized 2 sprockets
of different height. The number of teeth of the sprockets,
taking into account the outer diameter of the limiter, cannot be decreased.
The anti-friction bushing is installed in series.
Normally we supply the limiters with roughing hole and
the maximum number of springs; We can, however, if you
wish, supply it as follows:wish, supply it as follows:
- with hole in H7 finish and keyway S / DIN 6885.
- with pegled torque; this is only possible if we supply the limiter
with a finished hole.
- assembly wrench, for pre-adjusted torque variation.
- with speed controller.

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: Torque limiters

Product 119

Torque limiters
RS Series Torque Limiters with Built-in Sprocket

Type 40...100 Type 125...250

Reference Type
Sprocket suitable for single chain S / DIN 8187
Chain dimensions

* See the table above for the missing dimensions.

Roughing
hole

Moment
inertia

Pitch Inside
width

ØRoller Nº of
teeth

ØPrimitive
d0

Sprocket
width

TorqueHole
in d
finish

Weight



registro@rodavigo.com

All facilities for your comfort



MQ - KM - MF Series worm gear reducers

MRH - XR Series Coaxial Reducers

Reducers and gearmotors

219

At www.rodavigo.netFamily: Transmission elementsProduct: CIDEPA motor and reducer


